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CHANGE IN FOOD PRICES BY MARZ 

Despite a slight decrease in the cost of food in March, 

Armenian markets were at alert level for the third 

month in a row. The market alert is spread across the 

country, with the exception of Gegharkunik marz. On a 

positive note the high prices are expected to drop in 

April. A further increase in the cost of food is however 

forecasted for the summer. The most expensive food 

is found in Yerevan, where the demand is the highest.  

Food inflation rose from 4% to 4.7% from February, 

while overall inflation rose to 3.7%. However wages 

have also increased by 6.7% on a year-on-year basis.  

Prices of most staple commodities were stable at the 

abnormally high levels of the previous months. Re-

markable drops in prices were registered for eggs, 

cabbage, onions and tomatoes, while a surge in beet-

root prices puts the commodity under the radar. Oth-

er seasonal commodities like potatoes and carrots al-

so saw a slight decrease in prices.  

Finally, fuel prices are stable at abnormally high prices. 

This translates in higher costs of transportation and 

ultimately it can be considered one of the main rea-

sons of the high food prices in the country.  

FOOD BASKET PRICE EARLY WARNING AND FORECAST 

    FOOD BASKET        ALERT 

     BREAD   CRISIS 

     FUEL   CRISIS 

     MEAT (BEEF)  CRISIS 

     CHEESE   ALERT 

     MEAT (PORK)  ALERT  

     RICE   ALERT 

     POTATOES  STRESS 

     BEETROOTS  STRESS 

     TOMATOES  STRESS 

     FISH   STRESS 

 480 AMD/USD 

Contact: RBC.SafetyNetsAlertPlatform@wfp.org 

A detailed analysis is available on the SNAP PLATFORM 
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 ANNUAL CHANGE IN WAGES      EXCHANGE RATE 

6.7 % 29.4 % 
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